We consider the following queueing system which arises as a model of a wireless link shared by multiple users. Multiple ows must be served by a \channel" (server). The channel capacity (service rate) changes in time randomly and asynchronously with respect to di erent ows. In each time slot, a scheduling discipline (rule) picks a ow for service based on the current state of the channel and the queues.
Introduction
The primary motivation of this work is the problem of scheduling transmissions of multiple data users ( ows) sharing the same wireless channel (server). The unique feature of this problem is the fact that the capacity (service rate) of the channel varies with time randomly and asynchronously for di erent users. The variations of the channel capacity are due to di erent (and random) interference levels observed by di erent users, and also due to fast fading 3, 14] , of a radio signal received by a moving user. At the very high level, the problem is: How to schedule transmission of di erent users in a rational way, so that the wireless channel is utilized e ciently? We will refer to this general problem and the corresponding queueing model as the variable channel scheduling problem (model).
The variable channel scheduling problem arises, for example, in the 3G CDMA High Data Rate (HDR) system 4], where multiple mobile users in a cell share the same CDMA wireless channel. On the downlink (the link from cell base station to users), time is divided into xed size (1:67 msec) time slots. This slot size is short enough so that each user's channel quality stays approximately constant within one time slot. In each time slot, one user is scheduled for transmission. Each user constantly reports to the base station its \instantaneous" channel capacity, i.e., the rate at which data can be transmitted if this user is scheduled for transmission. In HDR system (and in the generic variable channel model as well) a \good" scheduling algorithm should take advantage of channel variations by giving some form of priority to users with instantaneously better channels.
In this paper, we study a scheduling algorithm which explicitly uses information on the state of the channel and the queues. We call it the Exponential (EXP) rule. Our main result is that The EXP rule is throughput optimal, i.e., it renders queues stable in any system for which stability is feasible at all, with any other rule.
The speci c variable channel scheduling model we study is the same as that in 2] (and its extended version 1]), where a scheduling rule called Modi ed Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) was proposed and proved to be throughput optimal. The Exponential rule was introduced in 1], but not studied analytically.
In a companion paper 12], we study the EXP rule using simulations, and show that this policy, in conjunction with a token queue mechanism allows us to support a mixture of real-time and non-real time data over HDR with high e ciency.
As in 2], our main tool for proving stability results is the uid limit technique 11, 6, 5, 13, 7] . However, in this paper, the use of this technique is much less conventional. To prove the desired property of a \conventional" uid limit process, we use a \separation of time scales" argument which leads to the analysis of another uid limit, on a \ ner" (space and time) scale. We believe, this approach and the constructions we use, are of independent interest.
In the next section we introduce the precise model and formulate the main result. At the 2 end of that section, we describe the layout of the rest of the paper.
2 Variable Channel Scheduling Model. Main Result
The Model and Notations
The system consists of N input ows (of discrete customers) which need to be served by a single channel (or server). We will denote by N = f1; : : : ; Ng; both the set of ows and its cardinality. Each ow has its own queue where customers wait for service. The random channel state process m is assumed to be an irreducible discrete time Markov chain with the ( nite) state space M. (See Feller 9] for the de nitions of irreducibility, aperiodicity, and ergodicity of countable discrete time Markov chains.) The (unique) stationary distribution of this Markov chain we denote by = ( 1 ; : : : ; M ). Denote by A i (t) the number of type i customers arrived in time slot t. We will adopt a convention that all arrivals in the time slot t actually happen at time t, but those arrivals are not available for service until time slot t + 1. We assume that
The aggregate arrival process A = f(A 1 (t); : : : ; A N (t)); t = 1; 2; : : : g can be described by a nite number of regenerative processes with nite mean regeneration cycles.
Let us denote by i ; i = 1; : : : ; N, the mean arrival rate for ow i, i.e., the mean number of type i customers arriving in one time slot.
In addition, we will assume that the average input rates converge to their mean rates exponentially fast. Namely, we make the following The random process describing the behavior of the entire system is S = (S(t); t = 0; 1; 2; : : : ), where S(t) = f(U i1 (t); : : : ; U iQ i (t) (t)); i = 1; : : : ; N; m(t) g; Q i (t) is the type i queue length at time t, and U ik (t) is the current delay of the k-th type i customer present in the system at time t. (Within each type, the customers are numbered in the order of their arrivals.) We will denote by W i (t) :
= U i1 (t) the delay of ow i at time t (with W i (t) = 0 if Q i (t) = 0 by convention).
A Scheduling Rule. Throughput Optimality.
A mapping H which takes a system state S(t) in a time slot into a xed probability distribution H(S(t)) on the set of stochastic vectors , will be called a scheduling rule, or a queueing discipline. So, if we denote by D i (t) the number of type i customers served in the time slot t, then according to our conventions, for each time t,
where D i (t) = minfQ i (t); b i (t) m(t) i cg and (t) is chosen randomly according to the distribution H(S(t)).
Our assumptions imply that with any scheduling rule, S is a discrete time countable Markov chain. To avoid trivial complications, we make an additional (not very restrictive) technical assumption that we will only consider scheduling rules H such that the Markov chain S is aperiodic and irreducible. By stability of the Markov chain S (and stability of the system) we understand its ergodicity, which (in the case of aperiodicity and irreducibility) is equivalent to the existence of a stationary distribution.
A scheduling rule H we will call universally stable, or throughput optimal, if it makes a system stable if the stability is feasible at all with any other rule. More precisely, a rule H is throughput-optimal if for any xed system, the existence of a rule (possibly dependent on the system) which makes it stable, implies that the system is also stable under the rule H. where W(t) :
Remark 2.1 1. Formally speaking, in the de nition of the EXP rule, we also need to specify a \tie-breaking" convention. For example, we can assume the the queue i = maxfj : j 2 i(S(t))g is chosen.
2. Note that without loss of generality we can assume 1 = 1. We will use this convention later in the paper.
The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 2.1 An EXP rule (either EXP-Q or EXP-W), with any xed set of positive parameters , 2 (0; 1), and i ; a i ; i 2 N, is throughput optimal.
Layout of the Rest of the Paper
In the next section we discuss the necessary and su cient condition for a system to be stable. This condition is closely related to Static Service Split (SSS) scheduling rules. We study the properties of SSS rules which are needed for the proof of our main result. In Section 4 we rst introduce preliminaries of the uid limit technique, and then prove Theorem 2.1. The key element of the proof is a local uid limit argument. (1) In the rest of this paper, we assume that the system parameters are such that stability of the system is feasible, i.e., condition (1) holds for some and, consequently, the SSS rule associated with this makes system stable.
An SSS rule associated with a stochastic matrix we will call maximal if the vector v( ) is not dominated by v( ) for any other stochastic matrix . (We say that vector v (1) is dominated by vector v (2) if v (1) i v (2) i for all i, and the strict inequality v (1) i < v (2) i holds for at least one i.) Remark 3.1 We note that any xed maximal SSS rule can not be throughput optimal, because throughput-optimality requires that a rule makes stable any system for which stability is feasible. (And the necessary and su cient condition for such feasibility is given by Theorem 3.1.)
We next present a very useful characterization of a maximal SSS rule. The following result is proved in 2]. 
The theorem says that basically a maximal SSS rule simply chooses for service at any time t the queue i for which i m(t) i is maximal. It does not specify what to do in case of a tie (when j m j is same for multiple queues); as a result the same set of f i g may (and typically will) correspond to di erent maximal SSS rules. Roughly speaking, each maximal SSS rule described in the lemma, provides the maximal absolute value negative drift along the diagonal a i Q i = a j Q j ; 8i; j.
Proof. The existence of a matrix such that condition (1) 
Throughput Optimality of the Exponential Rule
In this section, we prove that the exponential rule is throughput-optimal. The detailed proof will be for the EXP-Q only. The proof for the EXP-W is virtually same, but requires a slight adjustment which we will sketch at the end of this section.
Consider the system we xed earlier in this paper. We remind that for this system the necessary and su cient condition described in Theorem 3.1 holds. Suppose now that this system operates under an EXP-Q scheduling rule with a xed set of parameters > 0, 
For this matrix , let us x a corresponding set of positive constants f i g, as in Theorem 3.2.
Without loss of generality we assume 1 = 1.
Let us de ne b i by i e b i = i ; i 2 N :
Note that b 1 = 0 (since 1 = 1 by the convention adopted earlier).
To prove Theorem 2.1, it will su ce to prove the following \narrower" statement.
Lemma 4.1 The xed system described above is stable.
The proof will use the uid limit technique. In the next subsection we describe preliminaries needed to use the technique. In the following subsection, we apply the technique to prove Lemma 4.1. Our application of the uid limit technique is not straight forward. It involves a separation of time scales argument: namely, it requires the analysis of uid limit processes on two di erent time scales.
Fluid Limit Technique Preliminaries
Let us de ne the norm of the state S(t) as follows:
Let S (n) denote a process S with an initial condition such that kS (n) (0)k = n. In the analysis to follow, all variables associated with a process S (n) will be supplied with the upper index (n).
The following theorem is a corollary of a more general result of Malyshev It was shown by Rybko and Stolyar 11] that an ergodicity condition of the type (4) naturally leads to a uid-limit approach to the stability problem of queueing systems. This approach was further developed by Dai 6 ], Chen 5], Stolyar 13] , and Dai and Meyn 7] . As the form of (4) suggests, the approach studies a uid process s(t) obtained as a limit of the sequence of scaled processes (nt) means in our setting. In order for this scaling to make sense, we will need an alternative de nition of the process.
To this end, let us de ne the following random functions associated with the process S (n) (t). Let F ;ĝ (n) ; q (n) ), where 
The following lemma states the convergence to and basic properties of a \ uid limit" process, and is a variant of Theorem 4.1 in 6] or Theorem 7.1 in 13]. 
Proof. It follows from the strong law of large numbers that, with probability 1 for every i,
i (0); t 0) ! ( i t; t 0) u:o:c: So, to prove (8), (14) , and (15) it su ces to choose a subsequence fkg fng such that for every i, lim f (k) i (0) exists, and denote the limit by f i (0). Since all f (k) i are non-decreasing, we can always choose a further subsequence such that (7) holds.
The properties (12) and (18) follow from the ergodicity of the channel state process.
Also, for any xed 0 t 1 t 2 , for every i, m, and any n, we have (using the notation max m;j m j ): From this inequality we deduce the existence of a subsequence (of the subsequence already chosen) such that the convergences (9) and (13) take place, and (22) holds.
The relations (16), (17), (20), and (21), follow from the corresponding relations which trivially hold for the prelimit functions (with index (n)). The convergence (10) and identity (19) trivially follow from identity (6) . Convergence (11) follows from (10) Scaling the last inequality by k and taking the limit k ! 1 we get (23).
Since some of the component functions included in x, namely f i ( ),f i ( ), g m ( ),ĝ mi ( ), q i ( ), are Lipschitz in 0; 1), they are absolutely continuous. Therefore, at almost all points t 2 0; 1) (with respect to Lebesgue measure), the derivatives of all those functions exist. We will call such points regular. This implies property (24), since the rst union in (24) is over a countable set.
The proof of (25) is essentially same: a large deviation estimate analogous to (28) follows from the fact that the channel state process m is a nite irreducible Markov chain (see 8]).
Proof of the Main Result
We now in position to prove Lemma 4.1 and therefore our main result, Theorem 2.1. Consequently, there exists T > 0 such that, with probability 1, a limiting set of functions is such that P i q i (t) = 0 for any t T.
Proof. The subset of outcomes (i.e., elements of the underlying probability space) for which the statements of both Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 hold, has probability 1. Consider this subset. Suppose statement of the theorem does not hold. Then there exists an outcome within the speci ed subset, such that a subsequence of scaled processes converges to a \ uid limit" (i.e., a set of limiting functions as in Lemma 4.2) satisfying the following property. For some xed regular point t > 0 and a constant 1 
